.1 F03's dispersal trajectory (incomplete). January 2012. Extra-territorial excursions were made on in January. However, GPS data is patchy either as a result of reduced activity due to winter lethargy or a faulty collar so it is impossible to say if these were single or multiple-night excursions. The collar failed to send any further locations after 30 th January. Initially visits were to a different neighbouring social group, but then she began to visit the new social group, where she was re-trapped and collared the following autumn, confirming dispersal. In January, she travelled 6 km through an area of approximately 0.4 km 2 , visiting approximately additional 1 social group.
Filled circles represent GPS locations, with different colours indicating different nights. Thin grey lines join consecutive GPS locations. The thick red line outlines the natal territory boundary, the stippled area represents the new territory, and thin black lines outline other territory boundaries. The average distance between main setts in the study area was 1.3 km Filled circles represent GPS locations, with different colours indicating different nights. Thin grey lines join consecutive GPS locations. The thick red line outlines the natal territory boundary, and thin black lines outline other territory boundaries. The average distance between main setts in the study area was 1.3 km2. A grid of 1.3 km2 is used as a proxy for social group territories outside of the study area. excursions before leaving her natal territory permanently on 16th of January. She appeared to explore before settling down in February. In this time, she travelled 75 km through an area of approximately 6 km2, passing through approximately 9 social groups' territories before settling down.
Filled circles represent GPS locations, with different colours indicating different nights. Thin grey lines join consecutive GPS locations. The thick red line outlines the natal territory boundary and thin black lines outline other territory boundaries. The average distance between main setts in the study area was 1.3 km2. A grid of 1.3 km2 is used as a proxy for social group territories outside of the study area.
Quadrants with GPS locations are highlighted using a hatched pattern. 
